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Abstract

Inappropriate or chronic detection of self nucleic acids by the innate immune system underlies a

number of human autoimmune diseases. We discuss here an unexpected source of endogenous

immunostimulatory nucleic acids: the reverse transcribed cDNAs of endogenous retroelements.

The interplay between innate immune sensing and clearance of retroelement cDNAs has important

implications for understanding immune responses to infectious retroviruses like human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Further, cDNA detection by the innate immune system reveals an

evolutionary tradeoff: selection for a vigorous, sensitive response to infectious retroviruses may

predispose to inappropriate detection of endogenous retroelements. We propose that this tradeoff

has placed unique constraints on the sensitivity of the DNA-activated antiviral response, with

implications for the interactions of DNA viruses and retroviruses with their hosts. Finally, we

discuss how a better understanding of the intersection of retroelement biology and innate

immunity can guide the way to novel therapies for specific autoimmune diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Innate immune sensing of nucleic acids has emerged as the primary means by which host

cells detect the presence of viral infection1. Since 2004, two key intracellular sensing

pathways have been discovered and characterized that mediate innate immune detection of

either RNA or DNA. The RNA sensors are the RIG-I and MDA5 helicases2; they detect

structural features of viral RNA that are distinct from host RNAs, and they activate a potent

antiviral response that includes the inducible production of the type I interferon (IFN) family

of cytokines1. Activation of these RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs) results in their binding to

MAVS, a transmembrane protein on the surface of mitochondria that serves as an adapter

between the sensors and the TBK1 kinase and IRF3 transcription factor that activates type I

IFN production1. In contrast, innate immune receptors for intracellular DNA (which are

discussed in detail below) activate STING, a transmembrane protein on the endoplasmic

reticulum that fulfills a similar adapter function to link DNA detection to the TBK1/IRF3-

dependent antiviral response (Fig. 1;1,3). In addition to its role as an adapter protein in DNA

detection, STING is also directly activated by cyclic dinucleotides produced as second
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messengers by many species of bacteria4. Finally, detection of intracellular DNA by the

AIM2 receptor activates the ASC inflammasome5–8, a signaling platform for production of

the cytokines IL-1β and IL-18 and a proinflammatory form of cell death called pyroptosis1.

A number of recent reviews outline the details of intracellular RNA and DNA sensing that

are only summarized here9,10.

These intracellular nucleic acid sensing pathways are crucial for signaling the presence of

viruses within infected cells, and as such are essential for the activation of a productive

antiviral response. However, the same nucleic acid sensors that protect us from viral

infection are also responsible for a number of human autoimmune diseases. Perhaps the

most well studied example of this is the involvement of the nucleic acid-sensing Toll-like

receptors (TLRs) in the pathological autoimmune response to self nucleic acid-protein

complexes11–13. Another, recently described source of endogenous immunosimulatory

nucleic acids is derived from a class of viruses that is present within our own genomes: the

endogenous retroelements. Indeed, innate immune sensing of the reverse transcribed DNA

(cDNA) intermediates of these viruses does occur, and exciting recent studies have shown

that this mechanism of detection is also highly relevant for immune responses to human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV).

In this review, we will first describe the dynamics of endogenous retroelements within cells.

We highlight the discovery of enzymes that metabolize endogenous retroelement cDNAs,

and how key insights into the genetics of a rare human autoimmune disease illuminated a

new area of biology. We summarize fascinating recent advances in our understanding of

innate immune responses to infectious retroviruses. Next, we discuss the implications of

cDNA sensing for the evolution of DNA-activated antiviral responses. Finally, we propose

that interventions that prevent the formation of retroelement cDNAs may hold promise as

treatments for a number of human autoimmune disorders.

The life and times of endogenous retroelements

Retrotransposons replicate through a copy and paste mechanism, inserting new copies of

themselves into unique genomic locations. They have undergone several episodes of

dramatic expansion in mammals and comprise over 40% of the base content of the human

genome14–16. Two families of retrotansposons are autonomous in that they encode all of the

proteins required to reverse transcribe an RNA intermediate into a dsDNA product that can

be inserted into a new place in the genome. The retrovirus-like long terminal repeat (LTR)

retrotransposons are relics of ancient retroviruses that once integrated into the germline but

then lost their ability to infect other cells. Their genomic organization and replication cycle

resembles that of extant infectious retroviruses like HIV, with reverse transcription of the

viral mRNA primed by a specific cellular tRNA (Figs. 1, 3). LTR retrotransposons make up

about 8% of the human genome and are a stable population that is transcriptionally active,

but not expanding in number through new integration. However, these human endogenous

retroviruses (HERVs) continue to influence genome organization, in large part through the

high rate of recombination between their identical LTRs17. The LINE1 (L1) retrotransposon

is the only actively replicating retroelement in the human genome. L1s are about 6kb in

length and encode two proteins, ORF1 and ORF2, that coordinate replication through target
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primed reverse transcription (TPRT). TPRT involves generation of a nick in the genome and

cDNA synthesis through reverse transcription mediated by ORF2 directly on genomic DNA

(Figs 1, 3). A third family of retrotransposons called short interspersed nuclear elements

(SINEs) are nonautonomous, and do not encode for any proteins (Fig. 1). Most of the human

SINEs belong to a single type known as Alu, which at 300 bp in length are much smaller

than L1s15,16. However, Alu elements are very successful at replicating themselves, and

they hijack the L1 reverse transcriptase to mediate their retrotransposition in trans. There are

over one million copies of Alu in the human genome, meaning there is one Alu for every

~3,000 bp of genomic sequence14–16. In addition to reverse transcribing Alu RNAs, the L1

reverse transcriptase can act on any polyadenylated RNA to generate a processed

pseudogene, which is an insertion of an intronless, promoterless cDNA into a unique

genomic location. According to the latest estimates18, there are 145 full-length, functional

L1 elements in the human genome, together with 103 additional L1s with an intact ORF2

but a mutated ORF1. These “ORF2 only” L1s may be functionally relevant: whereas both

ORF1 and ORF2 are required for retrotransposition of the L1 RNA, ORF2 can mediate the

retrotransposition of Alu elements independent of ORF119. A number of excellent recent

reviews summarize the biology and fascinating properties of endogenous retroelements15,16;

we will focus here on their potential to trigger the innate immune system and cause specific

autoimmune diseases.

The intersection of retroelement biology and innate immunity

We fortuitously discovered innate immune sensing of retroelement cDNAs when we were

looking for candidate sensors of the antiviral response to intracellular DNA that we named

the interferon stimulatory DNA (ISD) pathway20,21. We recovered proteins that bound to

transfected ISD with the hope of finding “the ISD sensor”, and the first protein we identified

by mass spectrometry was 3′ repair exonuclease 1 (Trex1), the activity of which was first

described over 40 years ago by Lindahl and colleagues22. Our work on Trex1 and its relation

to the ISD pathway was crucially influenced by the discovery of human mutations in the

TREX1 gene that cause a rare and severe autoimmune disease called Aicardi-Goutieres

Syndrome (AGS23). AGS is an early-onset, type I IFN-associated disorder characterized by

neurological dysfunction, psychomotor retardation, and skin inflammation24,25. The finding

of TREX1 mutations in AGS, and the subsequent identification of all other known AGS

genes by Yanick Crow and his colleagues26–28, established the framework within which we

continue to interpret the functions of these enzymes and their roles in innate immunity. In

addition to its association with AGS, TREX1 mutations were also identified in a monogenic

form of cutaneous lupus called familial chilblain lupus29,30. Finally, heterozygous mutations

in TREX1 were identified in a small percentage of patients with systemic lupus

erythematosus (SLE31,32), but very rarely in healthy controls. In fact, the odds ratio of the

association of Trex1 mutations with SLE remains the strongest single gene association with

this autoimmune disorder identified to date33.

Using Trex1 deficient mice as a model of AGS disease mechanisms, we found that the lethal

autoimmune disease in these mice requires STING, IRF3, type I IFNs, and

lymphocytes34,35. We then purified the intracellular DNAs that accumulated within Trex1-

deficient cells and devised a way to identify them by sequencing. We were surprised to find
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a strong over-representation of DNA fragments that mapped to endogenous retroelements in

Trex1-deficient cells compared to control cells. We then showed that Trex1 potently blocks

retrotransposition of model endogenous retroelements by metabolizing reverse-transcribed

cDNAs34. Based on these findings, we proposed that innate immune detection of

retroelement cDNAs caused AGS and that the AGS enzymes functioned as anti-retroviral

proteins. It is important to note that at the time we identified the connections between the

DNA sensing pathway, retroelement cDNA metabolism, and autoimmunity, very little was

known about how retrovirus infection is sensed by the innate immune system, or whether a

mechanism for detecting retroviruses within infected cells even existed36. As discussed

below, several studies in the last few years have dramatically confirmed and extended these

findings in the context of HIV infection, establishing a new and exciting area of interactions

between HIV and its human host with clear implications for the future design of better HIV

vaccines.

The first description of a role for cDNA sensing during HIV infection came from Lieberman

and colleagues, who found that, in addition to its role in metabolizing the reverse-transcribed

cDNA of endogenous retroelements, Trex1 can also degrade cDNAs during HIV

infection37. Interestingly, Trex1-depleted cells triggered a STING-dependent type I IFN

response to HIV infection, whereas control cells did not. At almost precisely the same time,

Littman and colleagues reported that HIV-1 infection of human dendritic cells activated a

potent, IRF3-dependent type I IFN response38. As HIV-1 does not normally infect myeloid

cells, Manel et al used a “trick” to enable productive HIV-1 infection of these refractory

cells: they included virus-like particles from simian immunodeficiency virus of macaques

(SIVmac), which overcome the restriction of HIV because of a SIV-encoded accessory

factor called Vpx39. Finally, Greene and colleagues reported that HIV-1 infection of human

lymphoid aggregate cultures (HLACs) resulted in a massive depletion of abortively infected

human CD4 T cells40. They provided compelling evidence that this cell death response was

caused by the accumulation of incomplete reverse transcription intermediates in these non-

permissive cells. Together, these three important papers established that HIV is indeed

detected by the innate immune system and raised a number of important questions. How is

the Vpx accessory protein enabling the infection of otherwise refractory cells by HIV-1, and

how is this tied to activation of the IFN response? What are the sensors of HIV-1 cDNAs

and how are they connected to IFNs and cell death?

A key insight came several months later, when two groups identified SAMHD1, first

described as an AGS gene by Crow and colleagues in 200927, as the key myeloid HIV-1

restriction factor that is targeted for degradation by Vpx41,42. SAMHD1 was then found to

be a dNTP phosphohydrolase that functions to “starve” the HIV reverse transcriptase of the

nucleotides that are required for cDNA synthesis43,44. This function of SAMHD1 in

preventing HIV reverse transcription extends beyond myeloid cells to resting CD4 T cells45,

which have long been known to be refractory to HIV-1 infection. Importantly, the

identification of a second AGS gene as a potent anti-retroviral enzyme provided crucial

independent support for our model that defective retroelement cDNA metabolism causes

AGS.
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As it became clear that innate immune detection of HIV converged on its reverse

transcription intermediates, attention turned to identifying the relevant DNA sensors

involved in this detection. Many candidate receptors for intracellular DNA have been

proposed, and considerable controversy remains regarding the relative contributions of these

diverse proteins to the antiviral response46. The field enjoyed a major breakthrough when

James Chen and colleagues purified an enzyme called cyclic GMP-AMP synthase

(cGAS;47). cGAS binds to immunostimulatory DNA and catalyzes the formation of cyclic

GMP-AMP (cGAMP), which then binds to STING and triggers the IFN response48. The

importance of this discovery cannot be overstated, and it has already spawned an entirely

new area of investigation of the nature of the cyclic dinucleotide created by cGAS49–51, as

well as structural insight into DNA binding and catalysis by this enzyme49,52–54.

Importantly, Chen and colleagues found that cGAS is essential for the IFN response to DNA

viruses, HIV, and other retroviruses, providing important evidence for the essential role of

the cGAS-cGAMP-STING pathway in the DNA-activated antiviral response55,56.

Interestingly, Greene and colleagues recently reported that the death of abortively infected

CD4 T cells during HIV infection is mediated by pyroptosis57, dependent on the IFI16

receptor58, which was identified by Bowie and colleagues as a key DNA sensor in 201059.

Moreover, Paludan and colleagues found that IFI16 is essential for the IFN response to

HIV-1 infection in human monocytes60. Thus, cGAS and IFI16 have emerged as important

sensors that mediate the type I IFN response to HIV infection. Further work will be required

to clarify the relative contributions of cGAS, IFI16, and other potential DNA sensors to

immune defense against HIV.

All of these remarkable studies raise the important question of how this response to HIV

reverse transcription intermediates was only recently discovered, given that scientists have

been scrutinizing the immune response to HIV infection for decades. One key reason is that

HIV has evolved to avoid and manipulate innate immune detection61. Indeed, the HIV

accessory factor Vpu targets the IRF3 transcription factor for degradation62,63, severely

blunting the DNA-activated antiviral response. Moreover, two recent studies revealed that

the HIV-1 capsid acts to specifically shield its reverse transcription intermediates from

innate immune sensing. The Manel and Towers groups found that certain capsid mutations

reveal a potent, IFN-mediated response to HIV infection, presumably by destabilizing its

structure and allowing access of innate immune sensors to the cDNA intermediates64,65.

These intriguing studies suggest that engineered capsid mutations or pharmacologic

inhibition of the interactions between the capsid and its cellular partners may enable the

design of an HIV-based vaccine that efficiently stimulates a potent innate immune response.

An evolutionary tradeoff between responses to infectious and endogenous

retroviruses

The exciting recent studies described above prove definitively that innate immune detection

of HIV indeed occurs within infected cells, that this detection is based primarily on sensing

of cDNA intermediates, and that HIV has evolved to avoid and/or manipulate this antiviral

response. These findings reveal a long-standing evolutionary arms race that has unfolded

between infectious retroviruses and their mammalian hosts. It is clear that this arms race has
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impacted the evolutionary trajectory of the APOBEC3 family of cytidine deaminases, the

SAMHD1 dNTP phosphohydrolase, the TRIM5α capsid-binding protein, and other host

restriction factors that target retroviruses66,67. We can therefore infer that similar pressures

have shaped the intracellular DNA sensing pathways, with important implications for a

number of autoimmune diseases. Specifically, we propose an evolutionary tradeoff with two

opposing forces (Fig. 2). The first is the benefit of a more sensitive and robust innate

immune response to cDNAs of infectious retroviruses. This could in principle be enabled by

higher expression of DNA sensors, by an increased affinity of these sensors for DNA, or by

a reduction in the function of key negative regulators that impact the DNA-activated

antiviral response. More broadly, this selective pressure extends beyond retroviruses to

include all viruses that are sensed by the same mechanism, including herpesviruses59,68,

adenoviruses69, and presumably all other classes of DNA viruses. This evolutionary drive

towards a more robust antiviral response is balanced by the need to avoid excessive

responses to the cDNAs of endogenous retroelements. We speculate that this requirement

for minimal autoreactivity to retroelements places a limit on the sensitivity of the DNA-

activated antiviral response (Fig. 2). Moreover, unlike the RLRs, which detect key structural

features of viral RNAs that are scarce within host RNAs10, all available structural evidence

suggests that the key DNA sensors simply detect double stranded DNA, independent of its

sequence52,70,71. Thus, the limits on the sensitivity of the DNA-activated antiviral response

are imposed not only by endogenous retroelements, but also by the identical structures of

foreign and self-DNA. Taken one step further, we speculate that these unique evolutionary

constraints may have enabled the development of DNA viruses that establish latency and

lifelong infections of their hosts. In other words, the need to “ignore” low levels of

retroelement cDNAs may provide an opportunity, for example, for a herpesvirus to maintain

a copy of its ~100–250 kilobase dsDNA genome within cells without triggering a potent

immune response (Fig. 2). These latent DNA viruses probably actively antagonize innate

immune detection, which could further raise the threshold of DNA sensing within latently

infected cells (Fig. 2). In contrast, just as there are no known endogenous RNA viruses,

there are also no infectious RNA viruses that establish latency: RNA viruses are either

cleared or establish chronic, symptomatic infections. We propose that this is because the

RLRs are not constrained by the presence of abundant endogenous ligands, so they have

evolved to be more sensitive than the innate immune receptors of DNA. Consequently, RNA

viruses cannot persist below the threshold of innate immune detection (Fig. 2). The details

of this evolutionary tradeoff hypothesis in DNA sensing are now testable because we know

many of the key sensors and how they signal activation of the antiviral response.

Interestingly, at least two of the AGS genes (Trex1 and SAMHD1) are positioned at the

pivot point of this evolutionary tradeoff (Figs 2, 3). Loss of function mutations in either of

these genes enables a more robust immune response to infectious retroviruses37,38 but

causes autoimmunity because of inappropriate detection of retroelement cDNA34. It would

be very interesting to explore whether individuals who are heterozygous for mutations in

these enzymes are protected from infection by DNA viruses and/or retroviruses. Such a

benefit would provide a rationale for the existence and maintenance of these relatively rare

alleles.
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The retroelement model and tissue-specific autoimmune diseases

Our hypothesis that defective retroelement cDNA metabolism underlies AGS is in keeping

with the clearly defined anti-retroviral function of two of the AGS enzymes34,37,41,42.

Moreover, we have similarly found that RNase H2, another AGS enzyme26, potently

restricts retrotransposition of endogenous retroelements (unpublished data). Thus, five of the

AGS genes can be placed within a common pathway of metabolism of retroelement cDNA

intermediates (Fig. 3). Within the framework of this model, there are two key questions that

have not yet been adequately addressed. First, if the AGS enzymes can each function as anti-

retroviral enzymes, why are they not redundant with each other? Second, how can

retroelements, which are ubiquitously present in the genomes of all of our cells, cause

tissue-specific autoimmune disease if their cDNAs are not metabolized?

Our model for AGS enzyme interactions with retroelements is summarized in Figure 3. As

described above, SAMHD1 starves the reverse transcriptase of the dNTPs that are required

to generate cDNA, preventing the formation of potentially immunostimulatory nucleic acids.

We speculate that RNase H2 attacks the RNA strand of the RNA/DNA hybrid that is an

essential intermediate of reverse transcription. Finally, Trex1 can metabolize the cDNAs of

retroelements and retroviruses. Why, then, do mutations in each individual enzyme cause

AGS? For example, mutations in SAMHD1 would result in the production of more cDNAs,

but RNase H2 and Trex1 should still (in principle) be able to metabolize them. Moreover,

SAMHD1 and Trex1 are IFN inducible genes27,34, so their levels should increase in

response to ISD pathway activation to enable more efficient metabolism of accumulated

cDNAs. We envision two possible reasons for the lack of redundancy among AGS enzymes.

First, each enzyme may contribute uniquely to disposal of nascent cDNAs. Based on the

sensitivity of cDNA detection dictated by the evolutionary tradeoff model described above,

mutation of each enzyme may increase the levels of endogenous retroelement cDNAs above

the threshold of detection, resulting in a chronic antiviral response (Fig. 3). Second, each

AGS enzyme may be part of a linear pathway for cDNA metabolism such that the product of

one enzyme is the substrate for the next. For example, SAMHD1 may need to be recruited to

sites of early reverse transcription, and this in turn may be required for subsequent RNase

H2 activity on the RNA/DNA hybrid. Trex1 may then require access to DNA that has been

exposed as a result of RNase H2 activity. In this way, each enzyme may depend on the

activity of the others for its function, and mutation of one enzyme prevents the anti-

retroviral function of the others.

It is important to note that an alternative model exists in which mutations in AGS genes

result in a chronic DNA damage response72. The most compelling evidence for this model

was recently found by Jackson and colleagues, who demonstrated an essential role for

RNase H2 in the removal of ribonucleotides that are misincorporated into genomic DNA

during replication73. Mice deficient in Rnaseh2b suffer early embryonic lethality that is

caused by massive genome instability73,74, and this is partially relieved by simultaneous

deletion of the p53 tumor suppressor that controls many aspects of the DNA damage

response73. Lee-Kirsch and colleagues recently reported that SAMHD1 depletion in

fibroblasts results in increased genomic DNA damage75, and Schuh and colleagues reported

an AGS patient with SAMHD1 mutations who developed chronic lymphocytic leukemia
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(CLL), as well as recurrent somatic SAMHD1 mutations in CLL in non-AGS patients76.

While these findings clearly show a link between AGS genes and the DNA damage

response, the mechanistic connections to the autoimmune disorder remain undefined.

Indeed, the Rnaseh2b-null mice have no evidence for an aberrant type I IFN response that is

present in Trex1 deficient mice34,73, and, to a lesser extent, in SAMHD1-deficient mice77,78.

Interestingly, RNase H2 in AGS patients is still enzymatically active79, suggesting an

interesting dichotomy between null alleles of AGS genes and AGS mutations. Moreover, it

is unclear how chronic DNA damage could lead to IFN-dependent autoimmune disease. For

these reasons, we suggest that retroelement cDNA detection represents a more plausible

scenario for autoimmune disease in this setting, although further work will be required to

reconcile these two models.

The ubiquitous presence of retroelements in our genomes raises the question of how

defective metabolism of these elements could result in an autoimmune disease that has clear

tissue specificity in mice and in humans34,35,80,81. We speculate that the tissue specificity of

the autoimmune disease reflects tissue-specific expression of functional retroelements. Most

retroelement sequences in the genome are silenced by epigenetic mechanisms that prevent

their transcription; these include specific recruitment of chromatin remodeling factors that

form heterochromatin on these sequences15,16. Because of this, retroelement activity is

maintained at a very low level in most cells, most of the time. As mentioned above, there are

248 functional copies of the L1 reverse transcriptase in the human genome, among

thousands of non-functional RT genes. However, tissue-specific expression of a functional

retroelement could occur if that retroelement is contained within an intron of an abundantly

expressed, essential, tissue-specific gene. In this context, it will be very interesting to

compare the genomic locations of all of the functional retroelements with an atlas of mRNA

transcript levels and genome-wide chromatin states in specific tissues. All of these datasets

are currently available for many tissues. We predict that a limited number of functional

retroelements will be found within tissue-specific genes that coincide with affected tissues in

AGS and related diseases. Such an analysis is simpler for humans than for mice because

mice have over ten times as many functional copies of the L1 RT18, along with a number of

functional endogenous LTR retroviruses that do not exist in humans.

If tissue-specific retroelement expression exists, we can extend this model to include

environmental stimuli that cause the transient derepression of retroelements. Intriguingly,

DNA damage resulting from exposure to ultraviolet light induces the massive transcription

of retroelements and a dramatic increase in cellular reverse transcriptase activity82,83. If the

level of retroelement cDNAs in these damaged cells exceeds the threshold for detection by

DNA sensors, an inflammatory response would be initiated, particularly in those cells with

defective metabolism of these retroelement cDNAs. Trex1 mutations cause a monogenic

form of cutaneous lupus called familial chilblain lupus and are strongly associated with

SLE29–31, and photosensitivity to ultraviolet light is a common feature of SLE. It is tempting

to speculate that retroelement cDNA metabolism is linked to these episodic cutaneous

features, and more broadly, that environmental stimuli that impact retroelement expression

may similarly drive inflammation through the same mechanism.
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Implications for novel therapies

The identification of a role for retroelement cDNA metabolism in AGS, together with the

delineation of the key innate immune pathways that mediate autoimmunity, provides a

number of new opportunities to develop novel therapeutic interventions for AGS, which is

currently untreatable and incurable. It was discovered over 25 years ago that AGS is

associated with elevated levels of type I IFNs25, and mouse models of AGS confirmed the

central pathogenic role for these cytokines in disease progression34,35. Biologics that

antagonize IFN signaling are in development and hold great promise to ameliorate the IFN-

dependent aspects of disease. Similarly, pharmacological inhibition of the TBK1 kinase that

is essential for DNA-activated IFN production84–86 would blunt the chronic antiviral

response. The recent identification of the cGAS/cGAMP pathway of DNA sensing offers a

very appealing target for specific inhibition47,48. However, these approaches are not ideal

because cGAS- and TBK1-dependent IFN production is essential for antiviral immunity

against many infectious viruses, so long-term treatment of patients with these drugs would

likely increase susceptibility to infections. In the context of AGS, the severity of the disease

may outweigh these potential complications87, so they should be considered as viable

therapeutic options.

A novel approach to the treatment of AGS and related diseases is to prevent the

immunostimulatory nucleic acids from being formed in the first place. In the case of cDNAs

from endogenous retroelements, there are twelve FDA-approved reverse transcriptase

inhibitors (RTIs) that are effective against HIV. Wabl and colleagues tested a cocktail of

three of these RTIs in Trex1-deficient mice and found a remarkable rescue from mortality in

drug-treated mice88. This important experiment opens the door to a potential therapeutic

approach that has four important advantages. First, RTIs would block the disease at its most

proximal source by preventing the accumulation of immunostimulatory nucleic acids.

Second, this treatment would be highly specific for AGS, without the potential

immunosuppressive effects of global IFN blockade. Third, these drugs are already FDA

approved, and many of them have years of clinical data detailing safety, tolerability, and

side effects. Finally, unlike HIV, which can easily mutate away from sensitivity to a specific

RTI, endogenous retroelements cannot rapidly evolve drug resistance because they are not

infectious.

Going forward, a number of key questions must be answered in order to inform the potential

utility of using RTIs to treat AGS and related diseases. Most importantly, which reverse

transcriptase is relevant for disease? The L1 RT is the most likely candidate because

hundreds of functional copies of this enzyme exist in the human genome and it can reverse

transcribe a variety of polyadenylated RNAs, including the L1 RNAs, SINE RNAs, and

certain cellular RNAs15,16. In contrast, there are no known endogenous LTR retroviruses

that are fully functional in humans. This point is particularly important because the need to

inhibit the L1 RT would eliminate all non-nucleoside RTIs (NNRTIs) from consideration, as

NNRTIs specifically target HIV RT and related retroviral enzymes but are not effective

against L1 (unpublished data). The specific RTIs must not only target the appropriate RT

enzyme(s), but they must also be able to access the relevant tissues and cells to inhibit

cDNA formation in situ. In AGS, the brain is a prominent site of autoimmune attack. Thus,
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these drugs must be capable of crossing the blood-brain barrier. Finally, if we extend the

possible utility of RTIs to SLE, a more common autoimmune disorder, it will be important

to know which SLE patients could potentially benefit from this therapeutic approach. This

would require a means to distinguish SLE patients with chronic ISD pathway activation

from those with disease that is driven by distinct mechanisms. If such stratification of SLE

patients is possible, this would go a long way towards “personalizing” therapies based on the

underlying basis of the autoimmune response.

In summary, we have outlined recent advances that have established innate immune

detection of retroelement cDNAs as a major contributor to specific autoimmune diseases.

We propose an evolutionary tradeoff between immune detection of exogenous retroviruses

and endogenous retroelements that places unique constraints on the sensing of foreign DNA.

We place the AGS enzymes in the context of this model, and we suggest that reverse

transcriptase inhibitors hold considerable promise for the treatment of AGS and related

diseases. Further understanding of the mechanisms that underlie these autoimmune disorders

will undoubtedly reveal new and exciting avenues for the development of useful therapies to

treat these diseases.
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Figure 1. Types of Endogenous Retroelements in the Mammalian Genome
Autonomous retroelements encode all the proteins necessary for replication. These include

LTR type endogenous retroviruses and LINE elements. Nonautonomous retroelements

include SINEs, and require LINEs for their mobility. (LTR, Long terminal repeat; GAG,

group-specific antigen; PRT, protease; Pol, polymerase; ENV, envelope)
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Figure 2. Model: Coevolution with Endogenous Retroelements Shapes the DNA Sensing Pathway
Low levels of nucleic acids arising from reverse transcription of endogenous retroelements

are kept in check by AGS genes. We predict that the sensitivity of DNA sensors must be

above this level to prevent inappropriate activation of the DNA sensing pathway and

autoimmune disease. This level of detection would aid DNA viruses to maintain their

genome in the nucleus during latent infection. We predict that some DNA viruses during

latency would act to inhibit the DNA sensing pathway, thereby raising the threshold needed

to initiate an immune response. During AGS the burden of nucleic acids from endogenous

retroelements reaches a level now detectable by the DNA sensors and initiates a chronic

immune response leading to autoimmune disease. The threshold of sensitivity for RNA

sensors can be much lower because of a lack of endogenous RNA ligands.
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Figure 3. AGS Genes Restrict Replication of Endogenous Retroelements and Exogenous
Retroviruses
Schematic of LINE and Retrovirus Replication. AGS genes act throughout the steps of

replication to restrict products of reverse transcriptase. SAMHD1 inhibits reverse

transcription through degradation of cellular dNTPs. TREX1 metabolizes DNA products of

reverse transcription, and can block retrotransposition of endogenous retroelements.

RNASEH2 can degrade RNA of RNA/DNA hybrids and can also block retrotransposition of

endogenous retroelements, and we hypothesize that it acts by degrading viral RNA in the

context of reverse transcription.
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Figure 4. Therapeutic Strategies to Mitigate Cell Intrinsic Activation of the ISD Pathway
Failure to metabolize reverse transcribed products causes inappropriate activation of the

DNA sensing pathway, chronic type I IFN production, and autoimmune disease. Disease

intervention strategies include blockade of type I IFNs, preventing signaling through the ISD

pathway through TBK1 specific inhibitors, and elimination of reverse transcribed products

through the use of reverse transcriptase inhibitors (RTIs).
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